
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WRITTEN CONSTITUTION AND UNWRITTEN

CONSTITUTION ESSAY

The Difference between Written and Unwritten Constitution are as follows: Written Constitution: Written constitution is
one which is found in one.

A rigid written constitution allows the availability of special procedures in place in enacting,repealing or
amending any given law. Such is the case of India, Myanmar and United states. A written constitution protects
the rights of the individuals. This might strangle a nation, which needs to change according to the times. How
to cite this page Choose cite format:. The illustrations of written fundamental law are Malaysia Federal
Constitution and American Constitution while illustrations of unwritten fundamental law include United
Kingdom Constitution. Nor is there any which is completely unwritten. The closest the UK has come to a
constitutional code has been the Treaty of Union , but this tends only to be subject to legal and academic
scrutiny in Scotland, and has not received comparable attention in England and Wales. It is instructive to think
of written constitutions as a kind of map. There are differences distinguished between a written and an
unwritten constitution. Explain the differences between a written and an unwritten constitution. But in doing
so they might risk overlooking something vital. In your sentiment. Thus the future growth may be neglected.
There may be some written documents but their proportion is much smaller than the unwritten elements.
Rights are incorporated in it making them superior to the ordinary law and saving them from being change by
different government from as they wished. The judiciary can interpret the unwritten laws as it suited to its
desire and will. Maps help us get where we want to go by following a definite path. Secondly,written
constitution and unwritten constitution also differ in the aspect of flexibility. The first is regarded as superior
to the second. It is concerned with how people interact within the constitutional spaces we create, and the
things they want to get done. Maps v guide books A second way to think about constitutions is in terms of
their informational dimension. Firstly,written constitution and unwritten constitution differ in the aspect of the
source and originality. A written constitution is definitive; an unwritten constitution is adaptable and nuanced.
Sometimes unwritten constitutions are quite unstable. It does not have a specific date, as it is evolved in course
of time. This simple concept laid the foundations for constitutional government and freedom under the law.
For a federal government written constitution is more suitable because there is provision for the central and
state power separately. And I would argue that these differences have an impact in practice. In other agencies.
Theme: Magna Carta today Published: 13 Mar Unlike most modern states, Britain does not have a codified
constitution but an unwritten one formed of Acts of Parliament, court judgments and conventions. Merits of
Unwritten Constitution They are quite easily adaptable to changing circumstances. So, it is sometimes called
an evolved or cumulative constitution. This makes it an excellent catalyst for debate among ordinary New
Zealanders. This is the case with France, Australia etc. It considers the consequences of actions carefully.
Although the major portion of the Constitution of England is based on conventions and traditions yet there arc
many written laws in it like the Magna Charta , the Petition of Rights , the Bill of Rights , the Habeas Corpus
Act , the Acts of Settlement , various Reforms Act of , , , Parliamentary Act of , and the Crown proceedings
Act, , etc. The following are the differences between the written constitution and the unwritten constitution
Written Constitution Unwritten Constitution Written constitution is found in legal documents duly enacted in
the form of laws. The Monarchy is one of the three components of Parliament shorthand for the
Queen-in-Parliament along with Commons and Lords. A constitution may be written or unwritten.


